民族舞蹈
ႇᄅߏˠᙷᄃϠֽ࣌Ăώਕ۞˘ᘹఙĄϔᄅᔏࢲॾ৷ፓĂߏ͕ី۞
ຏुᄃଐຏ۞ܑனĄՏె༼͟Ăϔᘃৌᇞ۞ሤଐĂؤт̫͟۞ົĂण
னරआϔٙѣ۞˳ᅈ።Ϋ̈́ჟৠĄ
ࣃѩָᅫĂֽ߿ሐ۞̋гᄅƂĶԣሄ˘छˠķĄᄲ˞ځƂԧࣇ۞छฏ
дந͇Ăଂ݈ߏ˘छˠĂனдᔘߏ˘छˠĂѣቡ࠹ჸՀࢋࠡଓĂЯࠎԧࣇౌ
ߏ˘छˠĄ
ĺ̋ܛϔᄅᔏۤĻߏϤ൴˘ૣᇇᖞ̋ܛᏐࣇٙј۞Ąߦ̜ҁर
ᅳԆБ՟ѣᄅᔏགྷរ۞јࣶĂдܐՎႊቚ̚ĂӧᙱࢦࢦĂࠎ˞᜕ಞ
ົĂ̂छ๔ΐႊቚ֭·႕ڱಈĂ؇ᚥຑᄃৡĄ

Folk Dance
Song and dance is an artistic skill that human beings are born with. The pure
and simple style of folk dance is an emotional expression of our spiritual being.
During every holiday, native inhabitants would use their most sincere and genuine
enthusiasm, just as we are doing today, to reveal the long history and spirit of the
Chinese people through folk dance.
In honor of today’s occasion, we will be presented with a lively folk dance
accompanied by the song “A Happy Family”. The song is to illustrate that our
native home is in Heaven, that we used to be part of the same family and are still
part of the same family today, and that we should cherish our good fortune to be
together as one big family.
The “Golden Mountain Folk Dance Group” was established by the Tao
members of Fa Yi Chong De in San Francisco. Led by their Teacher Bai Dan,
the completely inexperienced Tao members encountered many hardships and
challenges in the beginning. But to display their support for this distinguished
event, everyone practiced diligently with a heart full of joy, devotion, love, and
blessings.
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太極饗宴
઼̚Α͈۞͉ໂॉߏ͵ࠧۢፍĂࠎҁ̚۞͌ܦˠ̀ٙຑрĂΞᄲѣˠ۞
г͞ಶѣˠχ͉ໂॉĄιѣઉ֗ă᜕֗ă̈́៍ካ۞পᕇĂ͍ߏઉ֗Ă၆ٺ
ѐܜ۰۞ཙ˧̈́πᏊ̙ᘦᑒӄ̂ޝćѐᅅˠΞᆧૻ˧̈́វ˧Ăഴᅅᑅ˧ć
̈̓ڈΞᆧΐј˧ܜĄ߇எ̂צछ̝ಈຑĂன̫˵ܧ૱кለ࡚ˠ̀ΐˢጯ
௫Ą
ܑ̫͇ႊ۞͉ໂᜬजĂͽ൫˯ੱ̝͞ёणனĂ̰टᖳಱĂѣЧछࠁܝ
̝͉ໂॉĂּтౘёăёăӓёăगёăᅀಢёĂ֭ѣᆓ̝ᅴஜࡻݻĂഘ
̝ܺརĂٟဧ̝ីՕĂޢГͽΑ͈ै۞߿ሐĂາ᎖̝ࢰሄĂܧ૱Ϡજ
߿ሐ۞णனΑ͈ै̝࡚࡚ݸĄ̫͇۞ܑႊໂಱѣ៍ካ̝ᆊࣃĄ

Tai Chi Performances
Tai Chi Quan (Taiji Chuan) is a Chinese Martial Art renown all over the
world, love by people of all ages. Some say wherever there are people, there will
be someone practicing Tai Chi Quan. People practice it for different purposes
including health fitness, self-defense or artistic performances. Today, most people
practice Tai Chi Quan to promote good health. People of all ages can benefit from
the practice of Tai Chi Quan. It is a good exercise for children. Most people find
that practicing Tai Chi Quan help them relieve stress, build up physical strength.
For seniors, they can develop strong sense of balance and focus. Tai Chi Quan
becomes more and more popular all over the world, even in America and European
countries.
Today, we have several Tai Chi Quan practitioners demonstrating different
styles of Tai Chi Quan including Chen, Yang, Wu, Sun and Zhao Bao; in addition,
they will be presenting various Tai Chi weapons, including sword, staff, horse-tail
duster and fan. Please enjoy the graceful moves of the sword, the powerful flowing
moves of the staff, the out-of-this-world elegant moves of the duster and the lively
and cheerful moves of the fan.
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